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Dear 
 
Thank you for your information request of 03 April 2018.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
We are making a request under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 for
information relating to 18 Nellfield Place, Aberdeen, AB10 6DE.
 
When was the window in the fourth floor of in the communal stairwell, facing toward the
rear of the property, lasted installed prior to 26 January 2018.
A glazing repair was undertaken by ACC to a top floor landing window (unspecified window) in
March 2009, however, two private owners also hold ownership of part of this building, entitled
to carry out communal repairs, who may have effected repairs in meantime.
 
All inspections, maintenance and repairs carried out to the communal stairwell, including the
windows, as of the date when the window in the fourth floor of the communal stairwell,
facing towards the rear of the property, was lasted installed prior to 26 January 2018.
Please find enclosed the spreadsheet ref: EIR-18-0538 – 18 Nellfield Place (Record of Communal
Repairs by Council) detailing all inspections and communal repairs undertaken by ACC to
communal stairway from commencement of the records in February 2008.  As explained in the
response to Question 1, the two private owners are also at liberty to undertake their own
inspections, maintenance and repair to this area of the building.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on all inspections, maintenance and repairs
carried out to the communal stairwell, including the windows, as of the date when the
window in the fourth floor of the communal stairwell, facing towards the rear of the
property, was lasted installed prior to February 2008 as it is not held by the Council.  In order
to comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 10(4)(a) - Information Not Held - of
the EIRs, ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not held by it.  ACC is required by
Regulation 10(1)(b) of the EIRs to inform you as to why in all the circumstances of the case, the
public interest in maintaining this exception outweighs the public interest in disclosing this
information to you.  ACC is satisfied that it does not hold this information and considers that, as
there is no information held, the public interest lies with the exception.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on the names of third parties and officers below
Chief Officer level within the enclosed documentation as it is excepted from disclosure.  In
order to comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 13 of the EIRs, ACC hereby
gives notice that we are refusing your request under the terms of Regulation 11(2) in
conjunction with Regulation 11(3)(a)(i) – Personal Information - of the EIRs.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 



ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(2) applies to the information specified above as the
information in question is personal information relating to living individuals, and the applicant is
not the data subject.
 
ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(3)(a)(i) applies, as ACC considers that disclosure of this
information would be a breach of the first Data Protection Principle (that personal information
must be processed fairly and lawfully).  Third parties and officers below Chief Officer level would
not expect ACC to release this information about them into the public domain under the EIRs (or
the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 (FOISA)).
 
All complaints regarding the communal stairwell, including the windows, as of the date when
the window in the fourth floor of the communal stairwell, facing towards the rear of the
property, was lasted installed prior to 26 January 2018.
Response from the Repairs Team: Please find enclosed the spreadsheet ref: EIR-18-0538 – 18
Nellfield Place (Record of Communal Repairs by Council)  which include all details and contacts
made to ACC in relation to issues raised regarding communal stairway.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on all inspections, maintenance and repairs
carried out to the communal stairwell, including the windows, as of the date when the
window in the fourth floor of the communal stairwell, facing towards the rear of the
property, was lasted installed prior to February 2008 as it is not held by the Council.  In order
to comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 10(4)(a) - Information Not Held - of
the EIRs, ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not held by it.  ACC is required by
Regulation 10(1)(b) of the EIRs to inform you as to why in all the circumstances of the case, the
public interest in maintaining this exception outweighs the public interest in disclosing this
information to you.  ACC is satisfied that it does not hold this information and considers that, as
there is no information held, the public interest lies with the exception.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on the names of third parties and officers below
Chief Officer level within the enclosed documentation as it is excepted from disclosure.  In
order to comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 13 of the EIRs, ACC hereby
gives notice that we are refusing your request under the terms of Regulation 11(2) in
conjunction with Regulation 11(3)(a)(i) – Personal Information - of the EIRs.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 
ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(2) applies to the information specified above as the
information in question is personal information relating to living individuals, and the applicant is
not the data subject.
 
ACC is of the opinion that Regulation 11(3)(a)(i) applies, as ACC considers that disclosure of this
information would be a breach of the first Data Protection Principle (that personal information
must be processed fairly and lawfully).  Third parties and officers below Chief Officer level would
not expect ACC to release this information about them into the public domain under the EIRs (or
the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 (FOISA)).
 
Response from the Complaints Team: There are no complaints recorded regarding the
communal stairwell, including the windows, at 18 Nellfield Place.
 



We follow the Scottish Local Authority Complaints Handling Procedure.  Under this procedure, a
‘complaint’ is defined as “an expression of dissatisfaction regarding our actions, or lack of action,
or the standard of service provided by us or on our behalf”.  There are some topics that cannot
be considered as a ‘complaint’, such as a first time request for a service e.g. requests for a
housing repair.
 
For more information please visit www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/complaints.
 
The fourth floor window in the communal stairwell, facing towards the rear of the property,
was fitted with wired safety glass, Please provide records detailing the decision to use safety
glass in this location.
The last glazing repair to a top floor landing window (exact window unknown) was in March
2009.  Due to the timescale involved, the Council no longer hold detailed records for this work. 
Any repair to glazing is undertaken to the standards and regulations at that point of time.  The
glazing installed by the Council in 2009 would have been as per safety regulations at that time. 
The window may have been replaced at some point in the interim period by any resident of the
building, either private owner or Council tenant.  In 2018, ACC repaired the glazing to Part 4 of
BS 6262 with 6.8mm laminated obscure safety glass to meet current standards.
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on provide records detailing the decision to use
safety glass in this location in March 2009  as it is not held by the Council.  In order to comply
with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 10(4)(a) - Information Not Held - of the EIRs,
ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not held by it.  ACC is required by Regulation
10(1)(b) of the EIRs to inform you as to why in all the circumstances of the case, the public
interest in maintaining this exception outweighs the public interest in disclosing this information
to you.  ACC is satisfied that it does not hold this information and considers that, as there is no
information held, the public interest lies with the exception.
 
Risk assessments and policy documents pertaining to the use of safety glass and window
guards at 18 Nellfield Place, Aberdeen AB10 6DE
The Council is unaware of risk assessments or policy documents pertaining to use of safety glass
or window guards at 18 Nellfield Place.
 
We would also request any photographs held relating to the above requested information.
Please find enclosed the photographs held as per document ref: EIR-18-0538 – Photographs.
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
 
Information Compliance Team
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
As the information which you requested is environmental information, as defined under
Regulation 2(1) of the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (the EIRs), ACC
considered that it was exempt from release through FOISA, and must therefore give you notice
that we are refusing  your request under Section 39(2) of FOISA (Freedom of Information



(Scotland) Act 2002).  However, you have a separate right to access the information which you
have requested under Regulation 5 of the EIRs, under which ACC has handled your request.
Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about your rights under the EIRs.
 
Information Compliance Team | Customer Feedback | Customer Experience
Aberdeen City Council,  Business Hub 17, 3rd Floor North, Marischal College,
Broad Street, Aberdeen, AB10 1AB
Tel 03000 200 292
Email foienquiries@aberdeencity.gov.uk 

www.aberdeencity.gov.uk
 
*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).

 



Job Ref Type Short Description Received Date Completion Date

6854456 25 (Glazier) REGLAZE STAIR WINDOW AFTER JOINER HAS FORMED BACK CHECK THAT WILL ALLOW TO BE GLAZED FROM INSIDE. 30/01/2018 15:44:00 02/02/2018 09:34:34

6854431 13 (Joiner)
SUPPLY AND FIT 15 X 15 TIMBER BEAD TO FOR BACK CHECK TO ALLOW GLAZING TO BE DONE FROM INSIDE. WORK 

ALONG SIDE GLAZIER
30/01/2018 15:41:00 02/02/2018 08:57:43

6839304 13 (Joiner) Police: Board up Window; Communal 3rd floor; BOARD 28/01/2018 17:28:14 28/01/2018 19:45:00

6838974 25 (Glazier)
FOLLOW ON JOB: For Temporary repairs; Original Job No.; 6837120; replace top floor - communal single window pane; IF 

NOT REPAIRABLE THEN PLEASE RENEW; Fair wear and tear
28/01/2018 12:16:28 29/01/2018 13:59:00

6837018 13 (Joiner) BOARD UP TOP FLOOR LANDING WINDOW 26/01/2018 19:58:00 26/01/2018 22:30:00

5735679 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; top and middle floors; Various lights throughout 

affected; Floor(s) affected; top and middle floors; Fair wear and tear
18/07/2017 10:37:10 25/07/2017 11:32:07

5217305 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; Main corridor gound floor; Only one light affected; 

Floor(s) affected; .; Fair wear and tear
18/04/2017 12:52:22 24/04/2017 17:43:55

2382755 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; STAIRWELL; Only one light affected; Floor(s) affected; 

TOP FLOOR; Fair wear and tear
17/11/2014 12:25:11 24/11/2014 16:00:00

1795775 13 (Joiner)

Communal: Door - damaged ; Door panel or edge of door; internal (landing/ stair); wooden; IF NOT REPAIRABLE THEN 

PLEASE RENEW; Please advise supervisor of any work revisions; Break in

Please advise supervisor of any work revisions, CELLER BROKEN IN TO

09/12/2011 13:26:15 13/12/2011 16:00:00

1760067 12 (Electrician) Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; ALL LIGHTS; ALL lights out; Fair wear and tear 11/10/2011 08:57:29 11/10/2011 14:30:00

1465149 56 (Contractor) REPAIR ALL FAULTS TO DOOR ENTRY SYSTEM 16/04/2010 12:10:57 16/04/2010 16:00:00

1464027 56 (Contractor) renew kma as per depot 15/04/2010 08:33:18

1463377 13 (Joiner)

Communal: Door - damaged ; Door panel or edge of door; front door; wooden; MAKE PROPERTY SECURE; ; Fair wear and 

tear

FRONT AND REAR DOORS - CAN ANYTHING ELSE BE DONE TO MAKE MORE SECURE 

14/04/2010 10:24:04 15/04/2010 16:00:00

1459930 13 (Joiner) TO SUPPLY - FIT NEW NO 18 HOUSE NUMBER ON COMMUNUAL FRONT DOOR 08/04/2010 09:55:00 13/07/2010 17:15:00

1456935 50 (Inspection) comm front door - house number  missing from front door 01/04/2010 17:02:04 07/04/2010 16:00:00

COMMUNAL REPAIRS & INSPECTIONS IN RELATION TO STAIRWELL FOR BLOCK 18A - 18H NELLFIELD PLACE, AB10 6DJ



1455356 13 (Joiner)
Locks and Fittings: Lock - broken; communal door; Rear door; unknown lock type; Fair wear and tear

LOCK OR DOOR CLOSER FAULTY -DOOR BLOWING OPEN WHEN WINDY 
31/03/2010 10:31:06 31/03/2010 16:00:00

1442275 50 (Inspection) INSPECTOR TO CALL RE NUMBERING OF THIS BLOCK 10/03/2010 11:36:33

1386280 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; 1ST AND 2ND LANDINGS LIGHTS OUT; light not 

working; Fair wear and tear
08/12/2009 14:19:31 08/12/2009 18:00:00

1381397 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; 1ST AND 2ND FLOOR; light not working; Fair wear and 

tear
30/11/2009 15:51:19 02/12/2009 15:00:00

1301950 55 (Contractor) KMA NOT WORKING 17/07/2009 16:14:00 22/07/2009

1244320 13 (Joiner)
Locks and Fittings: Lock - broken; communal door; Front door; unknown lock type; Fair wear and tear

DOOR HAS BEEN KICKED IN AND HAS BROKEN THE LOCK.
01/04/2009 15:33:42 02/04/2009 16:00:00

1242896 25 (Glazier)
 Glazing: Single glazing; TOP FLOOR LANDING; clear glass; wooden; smashed pane; Fair wear and tear URGENT - 

DANGEROUS
30/03/2009 20:05:11 02/04/2009 16:00:00

1242887 25 (Glazier) Glazing: Single glazing; TOP FLOOR LANDING ; clear glass; wooden; smashed pane; Fair wear and tear 30/03/2009 18:47:51 30/03/2009

1242010 13 (Joiner) CO2963 - TOP FLOR LANDING WINDOW SMASHED - INC.48 - 29/03/09 29/03/2009 01:00:00 29/03/2009 05:00:00

1228449 13 (Joiner) CHECK ALL COMMUNAL DOORS AND WINDOWS 05/03/2009 16:37:00 15/05/2009 16:00:00

1215662 50 (Inspection) TENANT HAS PHONED AND COMPLAINED COUNCIL WORKERS HAVE BEEN WORKING IN THE BUILDING AND LEFT A MESS 13/02/2009 15:04:00 17/02/2009 16:00:00

1206731 50 (Inspection)
(NO ACTION - NO REPAIR)FRONT AND BACK DOORS NEED TO HAVE DRAUGHT EXCLUDERS FITTED LARGE GAP AT 

BOTTOM OF DOORS
02/02/2009 08:01:00 05/02/2009 07:00:00

1176386 12 (Electrician)
Communal: Communal lighting; Communal lighting - not working; TOP FLOOR LANDING; light not working; Fair wear and 

tear
08/12/2008 15:55:03 11/12/2008 18:00:00

1122920 12 (Electrician) Communal: 2 X Smoke detector; mains wired; GROUND & TOP FLOORS - OWMERS IN BLOCK 11/09/2008 11:20:06 11/09/2008

1109473 12 (Electrician) Communal: Smoke detector; mains wired; continuously ringing on all 3 floors 19/08/2008 16:15:19 19/08/2008

1078736 12 (Electrician) Communal: Smoke detector; mains wired; BOTTOM FLOOR LANDING 24/06/2008 09:25:53 24/06/2008 16:00:00

1066067 12 (Electrician) ALL COMMUNAL LIGHTS OUT CHECK AND REPAIR AS NECESSARY - 2 OWNERS IN BLOCK 02/06/2008 09:22:27 02/06/2008 16:00:00
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